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Abstract. In most challenging data analysis applications, data evolve
over time and must be analyzed in near real time. Patterns and relations
in such data often evolve over time, thus, models built for analyzing such
data quickly become obsolete over time. In machine learning and data
mining this phenomenon is referred to as concept drift. The objective is
to deploy models that would diagnose themselves and adapt to changing
data over time. This chapter provides an application oriented view towards concept drift research, with a focus on supervised learning tasks.
First we overview and categorize application tasks for which the problem
of concept drift is particularly relevant. Then we construct a reference
framework for positioning application tasks within a spectrum of problems related to concept drift. Finally, we discuss some promising research
directions from the application perspective, and present recommendations for application driven concept drift research and development.
Keywords: evolving data, adaptation, concept drift, data streams

We dedicate this chapter to Dr. Alexey Tsymbal
who passed away suddenly and unexpectedly in
November 2014 at age of 39. Alexey contributed
to the progress of data mining and medical
informatics on several topics, including notable
work on handling concept drift.
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Introduction

Realism of the perfect world assumptions in machine learning has been challenged years ago [30]. One of these challenges relates to an observation that in
the real world the data tends to change over time. As a result, predictions of the
models trained in the past may become less accurate as time passes or opportunities to improve the accuracy might be missed. Thus, learning models need
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to have mechanisms for continuous diagnostics of performance, and be able to
adapt to changes in data over time.
In machine learning, data mining and predictive analytics unexpected changes
in underlying data distribution over time are referred to as concept drift [27,
71, 58, 73]. In pattern recognition the phenomenon is known as covariate shift
or dataset shift [58]. In signal processing the phenomenon is known as nonstationarity [36]. Changes in underlying data occur due to changing personal
interests, changes in population, adversary activities or they can be attributed
to a complex nature of the environment.
The traditional supervised learning assumes that the training and the application data come from the same distribution, as illustrated in Figure 1 (a).
In real life the predictions need to be made online, often in real time. An online setting brings additional challenges, since it may be expected for the data
distribution to change over time. Thus, at any point in time the testing data
may be coming from a different distribution than the training data has come, as
illustrated in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1: Stationary supervised learning (a) and learning under concept drift (b).

The problem of concept drift is of increasing importance as more and more
data is organized in the form of data streams rather than static databases, and
it is unrealistic to expect that data distributions stay stable over a long period
of time. It is not surprising that the problem of concept drift has been studied
in several research communities including but not limited to pattern mining,
machine learning and data mining, data streams, information retrieval, and recommender systems. Different approaches for detecting and handling concept
drift have been proposed in research literature, and many of them have already
proven their potential in a wide range of application domains.
One of the most illustrative cases, is learning against an adversary (e.g. spam
filters, intrusion detection). A predictive model aims at identifying patterns characteristic of the adversary activity, while the adversary is aware that adaptive
learning is used, and tries to change the behavior. Another context is learning
in the presence of hidden variables. User modelling is one of the most popular
learning tasks, where the learning system constructs a model of the user intentions, which of course are not observable and may change time to time. Drift also
occurs in monitoring tasks and predictive maintenance. Learning the behaviour
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of a system(e.g. the quality of products in industrial process) where degradation
or corrosion of mechanical pieces occur over time.
Concept drift is used as a generic term to describe computational problems
with changes over time. These changes may be of countless different types and
there are different types of applications that call for different adaptation techniques. Thus, a solution “one-size-fits-all” is hardly possible and not desirable for
handling concept drift. On the other hand, real application tasks being seemingly different from each other may share common properties and may have
similar needs for adaptation. In order to transfer adaptive techniques from application to application we need to have means to characterize application tasks
in a systematic manner.
The main aim and contribution of this chapter is to present tools for describing application tasks with concept drift in a systematic way, to position the
existing application driven work using these tools, and define promising directions for future research. To keep the focus on applications we leave a detailed
discussion of concept drift handling methods out of the scope of this paper, a
reader is referred to existing reviews of the methods and techniques [27, 71, 58,
41]. Our study focuses on describing the research tasks driven by application
needs.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss knowledge discovery process in the context of learning from streaming data and handling
concept drift. Section 3 presents a reference framework of concept drift tasks
and applications. This framework is intended to serve as a tool for describing an
application oriented task in a systematic way. In Section 4 we survey application
oriented published work on adaptive learning, focusing on task formulations,
while leaving the techniques out of the scope of this study. Section 5 gives our
recommendations towards promising and urgent future research directions from
the concept drift application perspective, and concludes the study.

2

Knowledge discovery process and industry standards

In the era of big data, many data mining projects shift their emphasis towards
evolving nature of the data that requires to study the automation of feedback
loops more thoroughly. In the standard data mining and machine learning settings the majority of algorithmic techniques have been researched and developed
under the assumption of identical and independent data distribution (IID). In
big data applications data arrives in a stream, and patterns in the data are expected to evolve over time, therefore, it is not practical, and often is not feasible
to involve a data mining expert to monitor the performance of the models and to
retrain the models every time they become outdated. Therefore, interest towards
automating development and update of predictive models in the streaming data
settings has been increasing.
CRISP-DM model [12] describes the classical data mining process, where the
life cycle of a data mining project spans over six phases: business understanding,
data understanding, data preparation, modeling, evaluation and deployment.
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Reinartz’s framework [65] follows CRISP-DM with some modifications, making
modeling steps more explicit. The high-level process steps are summarized in
Figure 2.
Business understanding phase aims at formulating business questions, and
translating them into data mining goals. Data understanding phase aims at analyzing and documenting the available data and knowledge sources in the business
according to the formulated goals, and providing initial characterization of data.
Data preparation phase starts from target data selection that is often related to
the problem of building and maintaining useful data warehouses. After selection,
the target data is preprocessed in order to reduce the level of noise, pre-process
the missing information, reduce data, and remove obviously redundant features.
Next, data exploration phase aims at providing the first insight into the data,
evaluate the initial hypotheses, usually, by means of descriptive statistics and
visualization techniques. Data mining phase covers selection and application of
data mining techniques, initialization and further calibration of their parameters to optimal values. Evaluation phase typically considrs offline evaluation on
historical data. In predictive modeling, one would typically analyze simulated
performance of the data mining system with respect to some suitable measures
of accuracy (such as precision, recall, or AUC, among others), or utility (for
instance, expressed as cost-sensitive classification). Finally, the most promising
predictive model is deployed in operational settings, and the performance is regularly followed up.

Fig. 2: Knowledge discovery process: from problem understanding to deployment. Arrows indicate the most important and frequent dependencies between the phases.

CRISP-DM model assumes that most of the data mining processes, including
data cleaning, feature engineering, algorithm and parameter selection, and final
evaluation, performed offline. If anything goes wrong with the deployed model,
a data mining expert would analyze the problem, and try to fix it revisiting one
or more steps in the process, and retraining the model.
In the streaming settings, it is common to expect changes in data and model
applicability. Therefore, monitoring of model performance and model update or
relearning becomes a natural and core part of the data mining process. Figure 3
presents our view towards adaptive data mining process. The main difference
with the standard process is that now data preparation, mining, and evaluation
steps are automated, there is no manual data exploration, and there is automated
monitoring of performance, including change detection and alert services, after
deployment.
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Fig. 3: Towards CRISP for Adaptive Data Mining.

Different strategies for updating learning models have been developed. Two
main strategies can be distinguished. Learning models may evolve continuously,
for instance, models can be periodically retrained using a sliding window of a
fixed size over the past data (e.g. FLORA1 [73]). Alternatively, learning models
may use trigger mechanisms, to initiate a model update. Typically, statistical
change detection tests are used as triggers (e.g. [26]). Incoming data is continuously monitored, if changes are suspected, the trigger issues an alert, and
adaptive actions are taken. When a change is signalled, the old training data is
dropped and the model is updated using the latest data.
Learning systems can use single models or ensembles of models. Single model
algorithms employ only one model for decision making at a time. Once the model
is updated, the old one is permanently discarded. Ensembles, on the other hand,
maintain some memory of different concepts. The prediction decisions are made
either fusing the votes casted by different models or nominating the most suitable
model for the time being from the pool of existing models.
Ensembles can be evolving or have trigger mechanisms as well. Evolving ensembles build and validate new models as new data arrives, the rule for model
combination is dynamically updated based on the performance (e.g. [55]). Ensembles with triggers proactively assign the most relevant models for decision
maxing based on the context (e.g. [72]).
Table 1 summarizes the taxonomy of adaptive learning strategies.
Table 1: Adaptive learning strategies.
with triggers
evolving
single model
detectors
forgetting
multiple models contextual dynamic ensembles

An important aspect with respect to evaluation of performance of adaptive
learning models relates to data collection. An adaptive system collects data,
which is biased with respect to adaptations performed. For example, consider
a recommender system, where so called “rich-gets-richer” phenomenon boosts
the popularity of already popular items. In such situations relying on learning
and evaluation of models on offline data is particularly dangerous, since withinsystem data does not give an unbiased view towards outside world. Consequently,
it is important to develop techniques allowing for online evaluation and online
adaptation.
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Overall, we are not aware of fully automated and functioning adaptive learning system. It could be that well functioning fragments of such systems already
exist in industry, especially in big data (web sized) data analysis, where manual
attendance to all the running models is simply infeasible. In academia, except for
some isolated cases (e.g. [10]), there has been little attention towards automating
data mining process for big data, and we anticipate seeing more of such research
efforts in the future.
In the following section we first categorize different big data applications
where handling of concept drift is important and then refer to different data
mining techniques that are suitable for data preprocessing, predictive modeling
and evaluation in the streaming settings.

3

Categorization of concept drift tasks and applications

We start this section by describing relations between concept drift tasks and
applications. We analyze application tasks in three steps:
(a) properties of tasks,
(b) landscape of applications,
(c) links between tasks and applications.
The following subsections describe each component.
3.1

Characterization of application tasks

Real application tasks, where concept drift is expected, can be mapped into
three dimensions: (i) a type of the learning task, (ii) environment from which
data comes, and (iii) online operational settings.
Data and task. Different types of tasks may be required depending on the
intended application (even using the same data source): regression, ranking,
classification, novelty detection, clustering, itemset mining.
Prediction makes assertions about the future, or about unknown characteristics of the present. Predictions is probably the most common use of data
mining, it covers regression and classification tasks. Regression is typically considered in demand planning, resource scheduling optimization, user modelling,
and, generally, in applications, in which the main objective is to anticipate future behavior of customers. Ranking is a special form of prediction, where partial
ordering of alternative choices is required. Classification is a typical task in diagnosis and decision support, for example, antibiotic resistance prediction, e-mail
spam classification, or news categorization. Ranking is a common task in recommendation, information retrieval, credit scoring and preference learning systems
domains. Regression, ranking and classification are supervised learning tasks,
where models are trained on examples, where the ground truth is available.
Novelty detection is a common task in fault, fraud detection applications,
or identifying abnormal behavior. Faults in machines, frauds in credit cards
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transactions, intrusion detection in computer networks, emergent topics in text
news, requires some sort of outlier or anomaly detection, which is a basic form
of novelty detection. Novelty detection is a semi-supervised, or unsupervised
learning task. Typically, normal examples are available, but abnormal examples
are unknown.
Clustering produces a grouping of people or objects, and is a popular task,
for instance, in marketing. Itemset mining aims at finding items that commonly
appear together, the task is relevant, for instance, in analyzing shopping baskets
in retail. Patterns may evolve in those groups, new groups may appear or disappear due to changes in the data generating process. Clustering and itemset
mining belong to unsupervised learning tasks, the ground truth is not known.
Orthogonally to different learning tasks, input data may have different forms.
Data can be single or multi-relational, sequential, time series, general graph or
particular complex structure, bags of instances or a mix. Instances can be noisy
or highly accurate. Relational data can be of low or high dimensionality, have
a few or lots of missing value, be almost complete or very sparse, have binary,
categorical, ordered or numerical attributes.
Moreover, input data can be organized in different ways in terms of its accessibility. Data can come as a stream of instances or batches, or it can arrive in
time-stamped batches. Data re-access can be allowed, or a single pass over the
data may need to be strictly enforced. There might be randomly or systematically missing values in the incoming data.
Characteristics of changes. When designing adaptive learning systems one
needs to consider, what is the source of drift in data, as different adaptive learning
algorithms may be better suited for handling different types of changes. Data
may change due to evolution in individual preferences (a person used to like
accordion and jazz music earlier, but does not like it any more), a population
change (in time of a crisis everybody tend to get lower salaries), adversary actions
(new actions are tried to overcome the security system aiming to commit credit
card frauds), or complexity of the environment (in automated vehicle navigation
the environment is so complex that it is not feasible to take into account all
possibilities of landscape deterministically, thus the environment is assumed to
be changing).
In addition to types of drifts, it is important to consider, in which patterns
changes are expected to occur in the future. Patterns of changes can be categorized according to the transition speed from one concept to another into sudden,
or gradual. A drift can include a combination of multiple changes, for instance
incremental drift features small steps of sudden changes, resulting in a trend.
In terms of reoccurrence drifts can be categorized into novel, or reoccurring
concepts.
Finally, it is advisable to consider, to what extent future changes may be
predictable in a particular application. Concept drift can be completely unpredictable (e.g. evolution of the financial markets), somewhat predictable or identifiable (e.g. an upcoming financial crisis may be anticipated using a signal from
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external early warning systems), or the environment might be well identifiable
due to seasonality, or reoccurring contexts (e.g. an increase sales of ice-cream in
summer).
Operational settings determine availability of the ground truth in an online
operation, such as, arrival of true labels in classification, or true target values in
regression tasks. Labels may become known immediately in the next time step
after casting the prediction (e.g. food sales prediction). Labels may arrive within
a fixed or variable time lag (in credit scoring typically the horizon of bankruptcy
prediction is fixed, for instance, to one year, thus true labels become known after
one year has passed). Alternatively, the setting may allow to obtain labels on
demand (e.g. in spam categorization we can ask the user the true status of a
given message).
Requirements for the speed of decision making need to be considered when
selecting, which algorithms to deploy. In some applications prediction decisions
may be required immediately (fraud detection), the sooner the better, while
for other analytical decisions timing may be more flexible (e.g. credit scoring
decision may reasonably take one-two weeks).
The cost of errors is an aspect to consider when selecting an evaluation metric
for monitoring of performance. In traditional supervised learning different types
of errors (e.g. false positives, false negatives) may resolve to different losses.
In some applications prediction accuracy may be the main performance metric
(e.g. in online mass flow prediction), in other applications accurate and timely
identification of changes as well as accurate prediction are important (e.g. in
demand prediction). In the online setting, discrepancies in time may as well
have associated error costs (for instance, too early prediction of a peak in food
sales would still allow to sell the extra products later, but too late prediction
would lead to throwing away the excess products).
Finally, the ground truth labels may be objective based on clearly defined and
accepted rules (e.g. bankrupt or not bankrupt company) or subjective, based on
a personal opinion (e.g. interesting or not interesting article). Alternatively, the
true labels may not be available at all being impossible or too costly to measure
or define in a direct way.
Table 2 summarizes the identified properties of the concept drift application tasks. The identified properties are relevant for describing the type of task,
the associated environment and the operational settings of an application under
consideration. This information is essential to determine the characteristics that
the adaptive learning system needs to possess, the properties that must be prioritized when designing such a system and the evaluation criteria of the system
performance.
3.2

A landscape of concept drift application areas

Now as we have identified the properties that characterize concept drift application tasks, our next goal is to categorize application areas, and present typical
applications for each category.
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Data and task

task : prediction, classification, detection, clustering, itemset mining;
input data type: time series, relational, graph, bags or mix;
incoming data: stream, batches, collection iterations on demand;
complexity : volume; multiple scans; dimensionality;
missing values: unlikely, random, systematic;

Characteristics
of changes

change source: adversary activities, changes of preferences,
empty population change, complex environment;
change type: sudden, incremental, gradual, reoccurring;
change expectation: unpredictable, predictable, identifiable (meta);
change visibility : direct/indirect; visual inspection, ground truth,
empty external source, result of statistical hypothesis testing;

Operational
settings

Table 2: Summary of properties of concept drift applications.

label availability : real time, on demand, fixed lag, variable lag;
decision speed : real time, analytical;
costs of mistakes: balanced, unbalanced;
true labels: objective, subjective;

We recall application domains, where data mining already plays an important
role, or it has a high potential to be deployed. For surveying and summarizing the
application domains we combine the taxonomies from the ACM classification5
and KDnuggets polls6 .
Table 3 presents our categorization of applications within the identified industries. We group different application areas into three application blocks:
(a) monitoring and control,
(b) information management, and
(c) analytics and diagnostics.
For a compact representation each industry (rows) is assigned a group of applications that share common supervised learning tasks. As it can be seen from the
table, for each of the industries or groups of industries, more than one application
type can be relevant.
The monitoring and control block mostly relates to the detection tasks, where
an abnormal behavior needs to be signaled. It includes such tasks as detection
of adversary activities on the web, computer networks, telecommunications, financial transactions. In most of these tasks the normal behavior is modeled and
the goal is to alarm when an abnormal behavior is observed.
5
6

http://www.acm.org/about/class/ccs98-html
http://www.kdnuggets.com/polls/2010/analytics-data-mining-industries-applications.
html
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Table 3: Categorization of applications by type and industry.

PP
PPAppl. Monitoring and
Indust. PPP
control
Security,
Police

fraud detection,
insider trading
detection, adversary
actions detection
monitoring &
management of
customer segments,
bankruptcy
prediction

Finance,
Banking,
Telecom,
Insurance,
Marketing,
Retail,
Advertising
Production
controlling output
industry
quality
Education
gaming the system,
(e-Learning, drop out prediction
e-Health),
Media,
Entertainment

Information
management
next crime place
prediction

Analytics and
diagnostics
crime volume
prediction

product or service
recommendation,
including
complimentary, user
intent or information
need prediction

demand prediction,
response rate
prediction, budget
planning

–

predict bottlenecks

music, VOD,
movie, news,
learning object
personalized search
& recommendations

player-centered
game design,
learner-centered
education

The information management applications address personalized learning,
they include (web) search, recommender systems, categorization and organization of textual information, customer profiling for marketing, personal mail
categorization and spam filtering.
The analytics and diagnostics block includes predictive analytics and diagnostics tasks, such as evaluation of creditworthiness, demand prediction, drug
resistance prediction.
After identifying three blocks of application areas, we now assign the most
likely properties to the respective application areas based on our subjective
judgement. Table 4 presents the assignment of the properties.
We acknowledge that contradictory examples within each area are always
possible to find, yet we believe that the identified properties are the most common for given areas.
It should be noted also that this summary is aimed to cover the majority of
cases that would be traditionally associated with applications of machine learning, data mining, and pattern recognition, in which the term concept drift was
originally coined and studied most. More recent examples of big data applications in web information retrieval and recommender systems also fit well to our
categorization. However, the wider adoption of the big data perspective in other
research areas and application domains may bring new interesting aspects. Thus,
e.g. handling concept drift has been recognized as an important problem in process mining research dealing with the different kinds of analysis of (business)
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Table 4: Mapping between properties and application areas.
Monitoring
and control
task
input data

detection,
prediction
sequential

incoming

stream

volume
high
multiple scans no/yes
missing values random
change source adversary
complex
change type
sudden
expectations

unpredictable

label speed
ground labels

fixed lag
objective

Information
management
Task
prediction
ranking
relational
transactional
batches

Analytics and
diagnostics
prediction
classification
time series
sequential
relational
stream
iterations
moderate
yes
systematic

moderate
yes
unlikely
Environment
preferences
population
contextual
gradual
incremental
incremental
reoccurring
unpredictable
identifiable
predictable
unpredictable
Operational settings
on demand
real time
subjective
objective

processes by extracting information from event logs recorded by an information
system [11, 8]
In the following section we overview application oriented studies on learning
from evolving data and through considered examples illustrate peculiarities of
handling concept drift under different application settings.

4

An overview of application oriented studies on learning
from evolving data

Following the categorization of applications, we distinguish three main groups of
application tasks: monitoring and control, information management, and diagnostics. Besides having different goals, the groups also differ in data types. Monitoring and control applications typically use streaming sensory data as inputs,
concept drift typically happens fast and suddenly. Information management applications work with time-stamped documents, concept drift happens slower than
in the previous case, changes can be sudden or gradual. Diagnostics applications
typically use relational data tables, where observations are time-stamped. Concept drift, also known as population drift, typically happens slowly. Changes are
typically incremental, or evolving. Sudden shifts are not very typical in these
applications.
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Table 5: Summary of monitoring and control studies.
Goal

Domain
transportation
Monitoring remote sensing
for
production industry
management telecom. network
mobile systems
Automated smart home
control
virtual reality
computer security
Anomaly
telecommunications
detection
finance

Application task
traffic management
place, activity recognition
production quality control
telecommunication monitoring
controlling robots, vehicles
intelligent appliances
computer games, flight simulators
intrusion detection
intrusion detection, fraud
fraud, insider trading

References
[14, 57]
[77, 52, 51]
[61, 40]
[60]
[70, 63, 48]
[64, 2]
[13, 34]
[50]
[54, 37]
[7, 19]

In this section we briefly characterize each group, overview application studies that fall within each group and touch upon the issue of concept drift, and
present three studies in more detail, illustrating how the prediction task is formulated, and how concept drift is handled. We discuss research challenges, and
highlight interesting aspects of these application tasks from concept drift handling perspective
We do not claim that this is an exhaustive list of concept drift applications.
Our goal is to include examples from a wide range of application tasks.
4.1

Monitoring and Control

The first group of concept drift application tasks aim at real-time monitoring or
control of some automated activity, for example, operation of a chemical plant.
Input data typically consists of streaming sensory readings, and the target is often related to describing the quality of the activity or process. The goal of such
monitoring could be to oversee operation of the system (without interfering,
unless something goes wrong), to control the system, or to detect abnormal behaviour (possibly due to adversary actions). Concept drift typically happens fast
(in the order of seconds or minutes), and changes are sudden. Table 5 summarizes example studies related to handling concept drift in monitoring and control
applications.
Monitoring for management. Monitoring for management tasks are often
found in production industry and transportation domains. Concept drift is typically observed due to complexity of the process, or human (operators) factors.
So many factors are affecting the process, that it is not possible to take all of
them in the predictive model. When some of those factors, that have been fixed
for a while, suddenly change - a concept drift is observed. For example, production quality in a chemical plant may be different depending on the supplier
of raw materials. If we make a model when one supplier is used, such a model
may not be as accurate when the supplier changes, and some adaptation may
be required.
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In transportation, traffic control centers use data driven traffic management
systems for predicting traffic conditions [14], such as car density in a particular
area, or anticipating traffic accidents. Public transportation travel time prediction [57] is used for scheduling and human resource (drivers) planning purposes.
In remote sensing relevant application tasks include place recognition [52], activity recognition [51], interactive road segmentation [77]. In production industry
relevant tasks include monitoring the output quality, for example, in chemical
production [40], or the process itself, for example, boilers producing heat [61].
Monitoring models in production industry are called soft sensors [41]. In service monitoring detection of defects or faults in telecommunication network [60]
present relevant tasks.
Automated control. In automated control applications the problem of concept drift is often referred to as the dynamically changing environment. The
objects learn how to interact with the environment and since the environment
is too complex to take all the playing factors into a predictive model, therefore
predictive models need to be adaptive.
Examples of application domains in automated control include: mobile systems and robotics, smart homes, and virtual reality. Ubiquitous knowledge discovery deals with distributed and mobile systems, operating in a complex, dynamic and unstable environment. The word ’ubiquitous’ means distributed at a
time. Relevant tasks include navigation systems [70], soccer playing robots [48],
vehicle monitoring, household management systems, music mining are examples. Intelligent systems, or smart home systems [64] aim to develop intelligent
household appliances [2]. Virtual reality includes application tasks in computer
game design [13], where adversary actions of the players (cheating) or improving skills of a player, may be cause concept drift. Virtual reality is also used in
flight simulators, where skills and strategies change from user to user [34].
Anomaly detection. Anomaly detection is often tackled as one class classification task, where the properties of a normal behavior are well defined, while
the properties of abnormal behovior may be changing. Concept drift happens
due to changes in behavior, characteristics of legitimate users, or new creative
adversary actions.
Anomaly detection is very relevant for computer security domain, in particular, network intrusion detection [50]. In telecommunications fraud prevention [37]
or mobile masquerade detection [54] are the relevant tasks. In finance data mining techniques are employed to monitor streams of financial transactions (credit
cards, internet banking) to alert for possible frauds or insider trading [68, 3, 31].
Credit scoring. In retail banking, credit risk assessment often relies in credit
scoring models developed with supervised learning methods used to evaluate a
persons credit worthiness. The output of these models is a score that translates a
probability of a customer becoming a defaulter, usually in a fixed future period,
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so-called scoring or PD models . Nowadays, these models are at the core of the
banking business, because they are imperative in credit decision-making, in price
settlement, and to determine the cost of capital. Moreover, central banks and
international regulation have dramatically evolved to a structure where the use
of these models is implicit, to achieve sound standards for credit risk valuation
in the banking system.
Developing and implementing a credit scoring model can be time and resources consuming easily ranging from 9 to 18 months, from data extraction
until deployment. Hence, it is not rare that banks use an unchanged credit scoring model for several years (a 5 year period is commonly exceeded). Bearing
in mind that models are built using a sample file frequently comprising 2 or
more years of historical data, in the best case scenario, data used in the models are shifted 3 years away from the point they will be used. An 8-years shift is
frequently exceeded. Should conditions remain unchanged, then this would not
significantly affect the accuracy of the model, otherwise, its performance can
greatly deteriorate over time. The recent financial crisis came to confirm that
financial environment greatly fluctuates, in an unexpected manner, posing renewed attention regarding scorecards built upon frames that are by far outdated.
By 2007-2008, many financial institutions were using stale scorecards built with
historical data of the early-decade. The degradation of stationary credit scoring models is an issue with empirical evidence in the literature[15, 32], however
research is still lacking application oriented solutions.
Example study: online mass flow estimation. Industrial boilers are used
for heating buildings in winter times. Some boilers operate on biofuel, which is
a mix tree branches, peat and plants; the mix is not necessarily uniform and
the proportions may vary. The authors of the first example study [61] consider
the problem of online mass flow estimation in boiler operation. During burning
phase the mass of fuel inside the boiler container decreases, and as new fuel is
added to the container, while at the same time the burning process continues,
the fuel feeding phase starts that is reflected by a rapid mass increase.
Input data comes from physical sensors with a negligible lag. The task is
to estimate the current mass flow (similarly to fuel consumption indicators in
passenger cars), and detect the points of phase switch in real time.
There are three main sources of drifts in the signal (an exsample is depicted
in Figure 4). First, fuel feeding is manual and non-standardized process, which
is not necessarily smooth and may have short interruptions. Second, rotation
of the feeding screw adds noise to the measured signal. Finally, there is a low
amplitude rather periodic noise, which is caused by the mechanical rotation of
the system parts, the magnitude of this noise depends on operational setting.
The main focus is on constructing a learning system that can deal with two
types of change points: an abrupt change to feeding and slower but still abrupt
switch to burning, and asymmetric outliers, which in online settings can be easily
mixed with the changes to feeding. These change points need to be identified in
real time, and they should not be mixed with noise. When these regime switch
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Fig. 4: An example of boiler data.

points are known, a new predictive model can be incrementally started after
each feed to reflect the most recent fuel characteristics.
The optimization criteria for change detection is to minimize the detection
delay (from the actual change point to detection), and minimize the number of
false alarms, when an outlier is singled as a change. All true change points have to
be detected, no misses are allowed. In addition, the final performance indicator
is the mean square error (MSE) of the mass flow estimation. It is critical for
algorithm design to understand, how different types of errors in detection affect
the overall accuracy of classification. Such sensitivity analysis can be performed
by varying the detection thresholds.
Evaluation of the performance of the algorithms is challenging, since there
is no ground truth available. The authors construct an approximation to the
ground truth, and use it for the evaluation purposes in online settings (only in
the experiments, but not in real operational setting). Absence of ground truth
is a common problem in monitoring applications, since, if it was easily available,
there would be no need for the predictive model, which is being designed.
4.2

Information management

These tasks aim at organizing, and personalizing information. Typically, data is
comes as time stamped entities, for instance, web documents, and the goal is to
characterize each entity. Information management application tasks can be further split into personal assistance, marketing, and management tasks. Concept
drift happens not so fast (in the order or days or weeks), changes could be sudden or gradual. Table 6 summarizes example studies related to handling concept
drift for information management.
Personal assistance. Personal assistance applications aim at user modeling.
The goal is to personalize information flow, the process is often referred to as
information filtering. A rich technical presentation on user modeling can be
found in [28]. One of the primary applications of user modeling is representation
of queries, news, blog entries with respect to current user interests. Changing
user interests over time is the main cause of concept drift.
Large part of personal assistance applications are related to handling textual
data, example tasks include news story classification [74, 4], or document categorization [49, 59]. In web search, detecting changes in user satisfaction has been
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Table 6: Summary of information management studies.
Goal

Domain
text processing

Application task
news categorization,
document classification
Personal
spam filtering
assistance
web mining
web personalization
library, media search
customer segmentation customer segmentation,
profiling
Marketing
recommender systems movie recommendations
Management project management software project mgmt.
archiving
article, mail organization

References
[74, 4, 49, 59]
[17, 21]
[67, 16, 9]
[35, 22]
[14, 5, 47, 66]
[45, 18]
[20]
[76, 43]

recognized to be important [42]. Personal assistance tasks relate to other types
of data, such as networked multimedia, music, video, as well as digital libraries
[35]. Large body of applications relate to web personalization and dynamics [67,
16, 9], where interim system data (logs) is mined.
Marketing. Customer profiling applications use aggregated data from many
users. The goal is to segment customers based on their interests and needs.
Concept drift happens due to changing individual interests and behavior over
time.
Relevant tasks include direct marketing, based on product preferences, for
example cars [14], or service usage, for example telecommunications [5], identifying and analyzing shopping baskets [66], social network analysis for customer
segmentation [47], recommender systems [45].
Management. A number of studies aim at adaptive organization or categorization of web documents, e-mails, news articles [76, 43]. Concept drift happens
due to evolving nature of the content. In business software project management,
careful planning may be inaccurate if concept drift is not taken into account [20].
Example study: movie recommendation. Interest of data mining community in recommender systems domain has been boosted by Netflix competition7 .
One of the lessons learnt from it was that taking temporal dynamics is important
for building accurate models. Handling concept drift has another set of peculiarities here. Both items and users are changing over time. Item-side effects include
first of all changing product perception and popularity. The popularity of some
movies is expected to follow seasonal patterns. User-side effects include changing
tastes and preferences of customers, some of which may be short-term or contextual and therefore likely reoccurring (mood, activity, company, etc), changing
7

www.netflixprize.com
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Table 7: Summary of diagnostics studies.
Goal
Domain
Forecasting banking
economics
drug research
Medicine
clinical research
Security
biometrics

Application task
bankruptcy prediction
forecasting
antibyiotic resistance
drug discovery
disease monitoring
authentication

References
[69, 38]
[29, 44, 33]
[72, 39, 53]
[23]
[46, 24, 6]
[75, 62]

perception of rating scale, possible change of rater within household and alike
problems.
As suggested in [45] popular windowing and instance weighing approaches
for handling concept drift are not the best choice simply because in collaborative
filtering the relations between ratings is of the main importance for predictive
modeling.
In this application labels are soft, data comes in batches, and the rating
matrix is high-dimensional and extremely sparse containing only about 1% of
non-zero elements (that makes the application of most machine learning predictors inapplicable and boost the development of advanced collaborative filtering
approaches).
4.3

Analytics and diagnostics

Analytics and diagnostics tasks aim at characterizing health, well-being, or a
state of humans, economies, or entities. Data typically comes as time stamped
relational data. Concept drift often happens due to population drift, and changes
are typically slow (in the order of months or years) and incremental.
Analytics and diagnostics tasks can be further split into forecasting, medicine,
or security applications. Table 7 summarizes example studies related to handling
concept drift in diagnostics.
Changes happen due to changing environment, such as economic situation,
which includes a large number of influencing factors.
Forecasting. Forecasting applications typically relate to analytics tasks in economics and finance, such as macroeconomic forecasting, demand prediction,
travel time predictions, event prediction (e.g. crime maps, epidemic outbreaks).
Changes over time often happen due to population drift, which typically happens
much slower, than, for instance, changes in personal preferences in information
management applications, or adversary actions in monitoring applications.
In finance relevant tasks include bankruptcy prediction or individual credit
scoring [69, 38], in economics concept drift appears in making macroeconomic
forecasts [29], predicting phases of a business cycle [44], or stock price prediction
[33].
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Security. In biometric authentication [75, 62] concept drift can be caused by
changing physiological factors, e.g. growing a beard.
Medicine. Medicine applications, such as antybiotic resistance prediction, or
predicting epidemic outbreaks or nosocomial infections, may be subject to concept drift due to adaptive nature of microorganisms [72, 39, 53]. Clinical studies
and systems need adaptivity mechanisms to changes caused by human demographics [46, 24].
Example study: predicting antibiotic resistance. Antibiotic resistance is
an important problem and it is an especially difficult problem with nosocomial
infections in hospitals because pathogens attack critically ill patients who are
more vulnerable to infections than the general population and therefore require
more antibiotics.
Prediction model is based on information about patients, hospitalization,
pathogens and antibiotic themselves. The data arrives in batches, the labels
become available with a variable lag depending on the size of the hospital and
intensiveness of the patients flow. The size of the data is relatively small both
in number of instances and the number of features to be considered.
The peculiarity of concept drift is that it may happen for various reasons
particularly because pathogens may develop resistance and share this information with peers in different ways. Consequently, the type and severity of changes
may depend on the location in the instance space. Furthermore, the drift is expected to be local and reflect e.g. a pathway in the hospital where the resistance
was taking place and spread around. This calls for the direct or indirect identification of the regions or subgroups in which concept drift is occurring. Handling
concept drift with dynamic integration of classifiers that takes this peculiarity
into account was shown to be effective [72].

5

Discussion and Conclusions

The main lesson in this study is related to the evolving characteristic of data
and the implications in data analysis. Nowadays, digital data collection is easy
and cheap. Data analytics in applications where data is collected over time, must
take into account the evolving nature of data.
The problem of concept drift has been recognized in different application
domains. Interest in different research communities has been reinforced by several recent competitions including e.g. controlling driverless cars at the DARPA
challenge, credit risk assessment competition at PAKDD’09), and Netflix movie
recommendation.
However, concept drift research field is still in an early stage. The research
problems, although motivated by a belief that handling concept drift is highly
important for practical data mining applications, have been formulated and addressed often in artificial and somewhat isolated settings. Approaches for handling concept drift are rather diverse and have been developed from two sides –
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theory-oriented and applications-oriented. Recent studies however do highlight
the peculiarities of particular applications and give intuition and/or empirical
evidence why traditional general-purpose concept drift handling techniques are
not expected to perform well and suggest tailored or more focused techniques
suitable for a particular application type.
In this work we categorized the applications, where handling concept drift
is known or expected to be an important component of any learning system.
We identified three major types of applications, identified key properties of the
corresponding settings, and provided a discussion emphasizing the most important application oriented aspects. Summarizing those we can speculate that the
concept drift research area is likely to refocus further from studying general
methods to detect and handle concept drift to designing more specific, application oriented approaches that address various issues like delayed labeling, label
availability, cost-benefit trade-off of the model update and other issues peculiar
to a particular type of applications.
Most of the work on concept drift assumes that the changes happen in hidden
context that is not observable to the adaptive learning system. Hence, concept
drift is considered to be unpredictable and its detection and handling is mostly
reactive. However, there are various application settings in which concept drift
is expected to reappear along the time line and across different objects in the
modeled domain. Seasonal effects with vague periodicity for a certain subgroup
of object would be common e.g. in food demand prediction [78]. Availability
of external contextual information or extraction of hidden contexts from the
predictive features may help to better handle recurrent concept drift, e.g. with
use of a meta-learning approach [25]. Temporal relationships mining can be
used to identify related drifts, e.g. in the distributed or peer-to-peer settings in
which concept drift in one peer may precede another drift in related peer(s) [1].
Thus, we can expect that for many applications more accurate, more proactive
and more transparent change detection mechanisms may become possible.
Moving from adaptive algorithms towards adaptive systems that would automate full knowledge discovery process and scaling these solutions to meet the
computational challenges of big data applications is another important step for
bringing research closer to practice. Developing open-source tools like SAMOA [56]
certainly facilitates this.
Domain experts play an important role in acceptance of big data solutions.
They often want to go away from non interpretable black-box models and to
develop trust in underlying techniques, e.g. to be certain that a control system
is really going to react to changes when they happen and to understand how
these changes are detected and what adaptation would happen. Therefore we
anticipate that there will be also a change in the focus from change detection to
change description, from when a change happen to how and why it happened as
such research would be helpful in improving utility, usability and trust in adaptive learning systems being developed for many of the big data applications.
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